How do neighboring bacterial biofilms sense and communicate with each other? In a recent paper, Liu et al. (2017) demonstrate how electrical signaling allows communication of metabolic states between adjacent B. subtilis biofilms, providing a possible generalizable mechanism for communication in multispecies biofilms with interdependent metabolism.
When microorganisms adhere to a surface and form a biofilm, they make a tradeoff between a stationary and motile lifestyle. How do they coordinate their local behavior with their larger surroundings? Moreover, how does a particular species coordinate growth and maintain stable colonization as available nutrients change? In a recent paper in Science, the authors demonstrate that B. subtilis can coordinate growth between two neighboring biofilms using electrochemical signals (Prindle et al., 2015) . Since K + ion gradients were proposed to propagate the signal, this suggested that the same signal capable of propagating within a single biofilm could also reach adjacent biofilms. In this work, the authors extend their previous work by demonstrating that signal propagation by the same mechanisms can allow communication of glutamate limitation between two adjacent B. subtilis biofilms . This communication allows the two biofilms to share a limited nutrient (glutamate) by setting their growth phases accordingly. The K + ion gradient is dependent on the expression of YugO, a K + ion channel protein gated by a well-conserved TrkA domain (Lundberg et al., 2013 ). In the current study , the authors use a combination of experiments and mathematical modeling to study the relative growth of two biofilms under varied genetic backgrounds and nutrient availability. By doing so, they are able to create a predictive model in which the growth phase synchronization of the adjacent biofilms is dependent on K + signaling, competition strength, and glutamate availability. In a related recent work (Humphries et al., 2017) In addition to biofilms, bacteria such as B. subtilis can also exist in more loosely structured communities in the soil where there are extensive intra-and interspecies interactions. To take a recent example, germination of spores of the antibiotic producing bacteria Streptomyces coelicolor occurs in response to signals from nearby bacteria (Xu and Vetsigian, 2017) . Although the identity of this signal(s) is not known, in B. subtilis, the YugO protein that mediates K + signaling in the biofilm is also expressed in sporulation and is found in the developing spore (Arrieta-Ortiz et al., 2015) . Thus, an exciting possibility is that electrochemical signals could mediate communication even in non-biofilm settings such as that between vegetative cells and spores.
Interestingly, we observed that YugO has homologs in many environmental bacteria and archaea, including many thermophiles. This includes Sulfurihydrogenibium yellowstonense, which was isolated from a hot spring in Yellowstone National Park (Nakagawa et al., 2005) , the site of some of the most famous large-scale microbial communities. In Yellowstone the bright colors and patterns on surfaces adjoining the hot springs are often microbial mats (Figure 1 )-dense, multi-layered biofilms, composed of many microbial species that can span many square meters and often have cooperative metabolism (Flemming et al., 2016) . The composition of the particular microbial mat is believed to be relatively stable and is dependent on the particular environment of the mat, including temperature, pH, and electrical conductivity (Inskeep et al., 2013) . The importance of electrical conductivity for a given microbial mat may be a further hint that ion-based signaling plays an as yet underappreciated role in coordinating multispecies biofilms. In this context, the conservation of YugO in a large number of biofilm-forming organisms suggests that it may not just coordinate of the growth of same-species biofilms, but also influence coordination between different species as well. Microbial mats such as this example are comprised of multiple species living in biofilms many layers thick. The diversity of microorganisms and their isolation to a particular niche result in the characteristic color patterns. These mats are also remarkable for the long-term stability of their microbial colonizers. Photograph provided by Elizabeth A. Libby.
